Rx to: Protect your health from VIRUS-GERMS and BACTERIA
The INDUCT 2000, “Air Scrubber” from
ActivTek Environmental, is featuring the latest in
"State of the Art" Air Purifying
Techniques for the 21st Century!
Using technology invented by NASA researchers
and developed for use in the International Space
Station, to reduce exposure to harmful
contaminants in our environment. The “Active
Pure Technology” is revolutionizing the way we
now control the spread of Viruses, Germs and
Bacteria in our environment and especially in our
air! This newest in air purification processes goes
further than any
typical UV sterilizer
light.

The INDUCT 2000 eliminates Viruses, Black molds
(Stachybotrys
chartarum),
Fungi,
Staph
(Staphylococcus
aureus)
98.5%,
Strep
(Streptococcus spp.) 96.4% , the entire Anthrax
Family (Bacillus spp.) 99.38%, E-Coli (Escherichia
coli) 98.1%, and much more using Hydrogen
Peroxide, Hydroxides and Ozonide Ions (H2O2)
to form clusters that absorb into the air and kill all
“Volatile Organic Compounds” (VOC’s)

“Ozone Free” Ultra Violet light, using a
”Photo catalytic Process”
The key components of the device are the
honeycomb surface and the Ozone Free, U.V.
Lamp. The honeycomb surface is painted with
titanium dioxide and a “Secret Coating” of other

reactive metals. The broad spectrum of the UV
light emits wavelengths of primarily 185
nanometers and 254 nanometers. When oxygen
and ambient humidity are introduced, there is a
catalytic reaction that takes place.

At the honeycomb surface of the cell, there are
about 13 different gasses that are created by this
reaction. As this ‘Plasma’ (collection of charged
particles) leave the cell, they recombine into
charged clusters of hydrogen and oxygen. These
clusters are called “multi-polar” or “bi-polar”
clusters, since both the positive and the negative
charged molecules are present. These clusters
could contain any number of individually charged
ions being clumped together.

Proven technology is ‘SAFE’ for our health when
using the “Ozone Free” Ultra Violet Photo
Catalytic Process”. Today we have to watch out
for much more contaminants than ever before.

How else can we eliminate most of the serious
infectious contaminants lurking in our
environment like; odor’s from animals, smokers,
cooking odors, food products, household cleaners,
laundries, kitchens counter tops and cooking
areas, homes with stale air even from the U.S.
Mail, and the list goes on.
Have an “INDUCT 2000 Air Scrubber” installed on
your systems at home and business today. Let’s
start getting serious with our health!

Call us: (818) 790-8000

